Texas government is a horrible example for the rest of the country. Here Republicans want to remain in power at any cost, disregarding the people that actually live here.

Here's what we know about the proposed Congressional Map:

The Congressional Map is a partisan power grab that fails to accurately reflect the 2020 Census data that shows 95 percent of Texas’ population growth came from people of color and was centered in urban and suburban communities. Texas legislators failed to create a single competitive seat across 38 districts. Despite the fact that the growth in Texas came almost entirely from people of color, the map actually increases the number of majority-white districts. The votes from the cities and suburbs of and around El Paso, San Antonio, Austin, Houston and Dallas-Fort Worth are drastically diluted.

These maps are a disgrace and everyone online can't stop talking about the corrupt Texas Republicans. They wanted bad publicity, now they have it. Watch out for the next
election, because the slanted and 
unjust politics will only push more 
democrats to come out to vote. Fair 
maps is the only way forward.